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We created this map using the Geospacial Information Authority of Japan digital
basemap (tiles) and basemap data, with the Authority director's permission (no. Hei-
30-joshi, dai-867go). We also modified 1:25000 scale vegetation map data created
by the Biodiversity Center of Japan (http://gis.biodic.go.jp).
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THIS IS A GEOREFERENCED PDF - Download the free Avenza
Maps® app for iPhone and Android to see your location in
real time: https://hokw.jp/geohtka

ONLINE ROUTE GUIDE - Please visit the full route
guide for route description, GPS file, and safety notes:
https://hokw.jp/hotaka
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Takadomari-yama 鷹泊山 (654m) 
offer excellent dry powder skiing, 
with slopes perfect for lapping. Here 
we overview an alternative northwest 
approach to the peak starting from 
Horokanai Pass 幌加内峠. While the 
Etanbetsu Pass 江丹別峠 approach 
is flatter, both approaches are similar 
distances, with the Horokanai Pass 
route offering some enjoyable down-
hill skiing on the descent back to the 
trailhead. Regardless of the approach, 
the large bowl east of the peak offers a 
smorgasbord of lappable terrain, with 
classic cold-and-dry Horokanai pow-
der snow that will not disappoint.

LOCATION
Takadomari-yama sits where the borders 
of Horokanai, Fukagawa, and Asahikawa 
City meet, at the southern end of 
Horokanai Town in northern Hokkaido. 
This route starts at the parking area on 

Takadomari- 
yama  
from Horokanai Pass

Route 275 next to Shimohorokanai Dam, just 
north of the northern exit of the Horokanai 
Pass tunnel.

GENERAL NOTES
As mentioned above, this route is a less-
travelled complement to the more common 
approach to Takadomari-yama from Etanbetsu 
pass. For frequent visitors to Takadomari-
yama, who are visiting solely for lapping the 
western and northern aspects of the western 
bowl, the Etanbetsu Pass route will always be 
the more straight forward option. 

That said, this Horokanai Pass route allows 
for a little more downhill fun on the descent. 
While not particularly steep on the descent 
back down to Horokanai Pass, there are some 
playful open areas. The 444m knob part way 
through the route poses a challenge in route-
finding to avoid having to climb it again on the 
descent, but overall it’s an interesting minor 
alternative route with some nice forest scenery 
along the way.

ROUTE TIMING AND NOTES
Expect about 2.5hrs on the ascent to 
Takadomari-yama. For the initial lap down 
into the gully, it's best to allow a full hour for 
the return trip - the snow can be very deep, 
making for hard going putting in the initial 
skin-track. For the deccent back to the parking 
area, bank on about 40 minutes.

Park in the parking area and cross the road. 
Clamber up onto the snowbank and head 
directly south, crossing a snowed in road along 
the way. Directly after the road, the climbing 
starts in earnest for 100m vertical before 
easing off again. The route is then very gradual 
all the way to the summit. Along the way is 
a 444m knob, which skiers can either climb 
and then descend before carrying along the 
ridge. This will require some climbing on the 
descent though, so it’s better to make a careful 
contour around the knob without climbing to 
the top of it. This will allow skiers to pole their 
way around it on the descent with no need for 
putting skins back on. 

From the Takadomari-yama summit, head 
down due south along the ridge to the next high 
point, and enjoy a full 300m of steep skiing to 
just above the gully floor. Of course the entire 
eastern and northern slopes, accessed from 
the horse-shoe ridge, are prime skiing terrain. 
With a deep gully below, however, skiers may 
want to check stability of the snowpack before 
venturing onto more open areas. Horokanai is 

known for very deep, dry, soft powder, 
so allow plenty of time for the tiring skin 
back up to the ridge. Return to the parking 
area the way you came.
TRANSPORT
By car: Park in the large car parking area 
just north of the tunnel. Officially, this 
parking area is a snow-clearing machin-
ery turn-around area. Rather unintuitively, 
it’s best to park right in front of the sign 
asking people to avoid parking in the 
parking area; we parked well to the north 
of the parking area, thinking we were 
keeping out of the way, and just as we 
were leaving on our skis, a snow plough 
operator asked us to move our car to the 
center of the area, as snowploughs back 
in to the far north and far south ends. In 
any case, respect the wishes and direc-
tions of road maintenance crew.
Public transport: There is no public 
transport to this route.

SAFETY NOTES
Horokanai is famous in Hokkaido (and 
Japan) for having some of the lowest 
recorded temperatures; it’s claim to fame 
is having the lowest recorded tempera-
ture ever of -41.2°C. Be well prepared for 
extreme cold, despite the low altitude of 
the hills. Also take extreme care on the 
eastern and northern slopes extending 
below the horseshoe summit ridge – 
they’re steep with plenty of avalanche 
potential.

ONSEN NEARBY
About 30 minutes north is the excel-
lent Seiwa Onsen せいわ温泉ルオン
ト (500yen) next to the michi-no-eki. At 
500yen per person, there’s an attached 
soba restaurant, plus sauna and out-
door baths. If heading straight back 
south towards Sapporo, we’re recom-
mend Chippubetsu Onsen 秩父別温泉 
(500yen), a large onsen facility with nice 
outdoor baths. ■
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ONLINE ROUTE GUIDE
Please visit the full route guide for GPS 
file, interactive map, and extra safety 
notes: http://hokw.jp/hotaka



PLEASE PRINT AT ‘ACTUAL SIZE’ (NO SCALING)

The 1:25,000 scale used in the map is accurate if the 
PDF is printed without scaling (i.e., ACTUAL SIZE). 
Follow the instructions on this page to ensure an 
accurate rendering of the scale.

STEP 1
Load your printer with A4 printer paper (210mm x 297mm). If 
you’ve only got Letter size (215.9mm x 279.4 mm), just follow 
the instructions below. You’ll achive an accurate scale, but the 
map will be clipped a little at the top and bottom.

STEP 2 
Open the print window by clicking on File > Print (or hitting Ctrl 
+ P on your keyboard).

STEP 3
Make sure “Actual Size” is selected.

STEP 4
For double-sided printing, select “Print on both sides of paper”.

STEP 5
For best results, select the highest quality print option available 
on your printer (settings will vary).

STEP 6
You won’t need this instructions page, so just select the pages 
that don’t include this instruction sheet.

STEP 7
Click “Print”.

Figure 1. Ensure “Actual Size”, and Pages 1-4 are selected (Windows).
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